
 
 

 

COMPARISON OF FINANCING MODALITIES 
 

Issues 
Comparison 

Remark 
 

Multitranche Financing Facility 
 

Standalone Project 
 

Economies of scale to 
catalyze greater 
commercial finance  

Under the Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission, 
the Government of India plans to expand the 
country’s solar rooftop capacity to 40 GW by 2022. 
In this context, the government requested large 
financing packages from ADB, New Development 
Bank, and the World Bank

1
 to catalyze greater 

commercial finance and support solar rooftop sector 
development. 
 

A smaller project may not have 
the equivalent market signaling 
effect and the economy of scale 
to catalyze funds from the private 
sector.  

The strong partnership between the 
Government of India and 
international development financiers 
such as the ADB, New Development 
Bank and the World Bank, provides 
the long-term commitment, know-
how and resources to successfully 
develop the solar rooftop market in 
India.  
 

Long-term ownership 
on the sector 
development 
 

The Government of India requested multilateral 
development assistance to support its long-term 
solar rooftop sector development program. The MFF 
supports the government’s initiative through a 
combination of committed financing, technical 
assistance, and long-term partnership. The MFF 
provides a committed financing package to PNB, 
and a TA of $5 million as part of an integrated 
solution to promote market demand, by 
strengthening (i) PNB’s institutional capacity, and (ii) 
market infrastructure. 
 

A standalone project would 
provide a smaller financing 
package to be implemented in a 
shorter period, and may not allow 
sufficient time to develop a strong 
partnership with the financial 
institution and the concerned 
government ministry. 
  

 

Accommodating 
varying market demand 
for funds 

The solar rooftop market is still evolving and would 
require a series of support measures from 2016–
2022 to achieve the stated 40 GW target. A financial 
intermediation MFF represents a commitment to the 
government on an appropriate funding and TA 
support, while ensuring flexibility to accommodate 
the varying funding needs for (i) more generally, the 
solar rooftop sector development process (e.g., from 
initial early market development stage to 
subsequent rapid deployment stage); and (ii) more 
specifically, the support to PNB’s dedicated 

A standalone project would not be 
able to address the varying, 
incremental funding needs of the 
medium- to long-term sector 
development process. 

 

                                                
1
 The World Bank’s Grid-Connected Rooftop Solar Program of $625 million was approved on 13 May 2016.  
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Multitranche Financing Facility 
 

Standalone Project 
 

onlending requirements.   
 

Accommodating PNB’s 
financial resource 
mobilization 

The MFF modality would allow PNB to borrow an 
adequate amount of ADB funds corresponding with 
the ongoing market demand, while the solar rooftop 
sector is developing. This phased financing 
approach saves financing and transaction costs. 
These savings can be passed on to the ultimate 
beneficiaries in the sector. 
 

A standalone project could 
increase PNB’s financing costs 
and would not allow PNB to easily 
adjust loan tenors, terms and 
conditions as necessary to better 
match its onlending 
arrangements, when the sector 
develops and grows over time. 
 

The financial intermediation MFF 
modality provides PNB with the 
benefit of obtaining funding with a 
longer tenor and more flexibility with 
respect to timing and the terms and 
conditions for each loan tranche. 

Capacity development 
 

An MFF modality allows ADB to build a strong and 
sustained long-term partnership with PNB and the 
relevant government agencies to strengthen 
institutional capacity and develop the overall market 
infrastructure. The TA capacity development will be 
carried out sequentially, in close coordination with 
all relevant development partners to avoid any 
duplication of efforts.  
 

A standalone project cannot 
provide a phased and sustained 
institutional development 
assistance program to match the 
medium- to long-term market 
development needs to achieve 
the desired outcomes. 

The proposed MFF to PNB is 
considered transformational, 
particularly in terms of its long-term 
sector development impact.  

Transaction cost 
 

An MFF maps out a clearly defined 6-year 
operational and funding strategy, and shortens 
subsequent project preparation time and reduces 
ADB’s processing transaction cost. 

A standalone project would incur 
higher transaction cost by 
processing 2-3 separate loans 
over the 6-year period. 
 

 

Flexibility to 
accommodate possible 
changes in ADB 
requirements 

An MFF has a built-in flexibility to accommodate any 
possible change in the ADB’s requirements/ 
guidelines in the sequential tranches. 
   
 

No such flexibility is possible for a 
standalone project loan. 

 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, government = Government of India, GW = gigawatt, MFF = multitranche financing facility, PNB = Punjab National Bank, TA 
= technical assistance.  


